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What is a retail data analytics?

More Informed Decision-Making
Greater Revenue
Improved Operational Efficiency
Improved Advertising

A business data analyst aims to identify opportunities to grow,
optimize, and improve an organization’s business processes. They’ll
often be tasked with a specific area of business, such as supply chain
management, customer service, or global trade practices.

Business data analysts act as a bridge between the technological and
non-technological departments; this means that they are responsible
for understanding the demands of non-IT departments and carefully
planning a solution for them without bringing up any differences.

Benefits of Business Analytics
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Business Analysis - A Promising Career

Identify the emerging roles in business analysis, business architecture and
business intelligence which are in high demand.

2.7M
The number of job profiles
for all US business analysts

$87,333
The average salary for a business

data analyst, as of March 2022.

25% demand rise
For operations research analyst

projected from 2020–2030.
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How can Vijay Computer Academy help?

So, if you or your clients are looking for a new career in IT; or to diversify in IT
or looking for a remote job; or to change career at age of 40 or 50; or are
currently underemployed, unemployed or laid off and want to re-enter the
workforce, enroll in VCA's Live Instructor-Led Online Data Analytics Bootcamp
(270 hrs, 10 hrs/week, 27 weeks).

No degrees needed! No prior background, or IT experience is required; just a
willingness to learn and get a place in the high paying job market in short time. 

Reach out to us for further information!
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Join VCA for a free Data Analytics info session!

Workforce Scholarships
available to cover up to 100% 

 tuition of bootcamp.
Fill inquiry form:

www.vijaycomputeracademy.com/inquiry-page
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